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By Brenda Bacon

iUniverse, United States, 2005. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.When Jasmine Grant makes a serious enemy of ruthless New York mob
boss Ken Parks, she has no choice but to run. But how do you escape someone whose underground
connections have no limits? With his gorgeous blue eyes, perfect white teeth, and full, sensuous lips,
Parks grabs Jasmine s attention the first moment she lays eyes on him. However, when Parks tries
to muscle his way into her father s business--a corrupt business that Antonio Grant has kept hidden
from his daughter--Jasmine s world begins to crumble. She is framed for drug use, fired from her
job, and her apartment building is burned to the ground. When she witnesses the brutal murder of
her father for information Parks wants, Jasmine flees to Maine. Once there, she makes yet another
shocking discovery about her father s business--all while Parks attempts to locate Jasmine and
exact his revenge. Along the way, Las Vegas boss Billy Gorman comes to Jasmine s aid, bringing his
own set of unsavory rules, and a U.S. Marshal with an uncanny habit of showing up at critical
moments turns the...
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This pdf can be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It generally does not expense excessive. Its been printed in an exceptionally simple way
and it is just soon after i finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Aug ust Her m iston PhD-- Mr . Aug ust Her m iston PhD

Very helpful to all category of folks. It is actually rally exciting throgh studying time. I am easily will get a delight of looking at a created ebook.
-- Pr of . Isa ia h Ha r ber-- Pr of . Isa ia h Ha r ber
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